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Abstract
Recently a new improved confinement regime was found in the Wendelstein 7-AS (W7-AS) stellarator (Renner H.
et al 1989 Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion 31 1579). The discovery of this high density high confinement mode
(HDH-mode) was facilitated by the installation of divertor modules. In this paper, measurements of short wavelength
density fluctuations in the HDH-mode using collective scattering of infrared light are presented. These measurements
will be contrasted to fluctuations during normal confinement operation (NC-mode). The autopower spectra of the
measurements show a consistent increase of the fluctuation level associated with the transition from NC- to HDHmode. Correlation calculations on a 20 µs timescale between magnetic and density fluctuations lead to the result that
the fluctuations are correlated in NC- but not in HDH-mode. Finally, a comparative analysis between the enhanced
Dα H-mode (EDA H-mode) found in the Alcator C-Mod tokamak and the HDH-mode in W7-AS is carried out.
PACS numbers: 52.25.Gj, 52.25.Rv, 52.35.Ra, 52.55.Hc, 52.70.Kz

1. Introduction
The installation of divertor modules in Wendelstein 7-AS
(W7-AS) led to the discovery of a new operational regime
[1, 2]. In this paper, we will call it the high density high
confinement mode (HDH-mode); it occurs above a density
threshold and exclusively in neutral beam injection (NBI)
heated discharges. Confinement below this threshold will be
denoted the normal confinement mode (NC-mode).
It has not previously been possible to maintain high
power, high density quasi stationary discharges in W7-AS;
usually, this shot type exhibits impurity accumulation and
terminates in a radiation collapse [3]. However, operating
in HDH-mode makes steady-state high confinement operation
possible—the discharges can be kept stationary for more than
50 energy confinement times (τE ), limited only by the NBI
system [4].
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The potential of the HDH-mode has made the study
of this regime very important, including the study of how
turbulence develops when plasmas approach and enter the
HDH-mode. We study electron density fluctuations measured
by the localized turbulence scattering (LOTUS) diagnostic in
this paper along with Hα -light and magnetic fluctuations.
The paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we describe
the different confinement states, the discharges analysed, the
LOTUS diagnostic and the other fluctuation measurements
used. Thereafter, we in section 3, present autopower spectra of
the density fluctuation measurements and investigate a series
of discharges in stationary NC- and HDH-mode. Correlation
calculations between magnetic and density fluctuations made
in section 4 show that a correlation exists in NC-mode but
not in HDH-mode. Further analysis of a single discharge
shows that this correlation behaviour is similar to the one
found between steady-state low confinement (L)-mode and
edge localized mode (ELM)-free H-mode (also known as the
H∗ -mode [5]). The main features of the HDH-mode resemble
those of the enhanced Dα H-mode (EDA H-mode) found
in the Alcator C-Mod tokamak. In section 5, we make a
comparative study of the turbulence behaviour in these two
improved confinement (IC) regimes to determine whether they
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are identical modes.
section 6.

Our conclusions are summarized in
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2. Overview
2.1. Confinement states
In this paper, we discuss several confinement states found in
W7-AS plasmas. These have already been briefly touched
upon in the Introduction; however, for those readers not
familiar with stellarators in general and W7-AS in particular,
we here include a short description of the different confinement
states treated in the paper.
The basic mode of operation in W7-AS is the L-mode.
The characteristics of this mode are similar to those of the
tokamak L-mode. Further, one can operate in H-mode, either
ELMy or ELM-free. To attain the ELM-free H-mode, several
conditions have to be met: the edge rotational transform ιa has
to have a value in one of three windows, the line density has
to exceed a threshold value and the input power has to be low.
This last requirement is contrary to the tokamak condition of
a high input power. If W7-AS is running close to the density
threshold, ELMs can occur; further, ELMs exist if higher input
power is applied. For very high power operation, a dithering
H-mode is found, where bunches of ELMs subsist quasi
periodically.
The new HDH-mode regime was discovered in 2001 after
the installation of divertor modules. So far, it has been found
at three ιa values (5/8, 5/9 and 5/10); ιa = 1/3 has been tried,
but the HDH-mode was not found, presumably because of the
insufficient heating power available for the trial. Necessary
prerequisites for the HDH-mode to appear are large target
density and high heating power. A terminology has been
introduced in [2] where the HDH-mode is called IC in contrast
to normal confinement (NC) operation. We will use the terms
HDH- and NC-mode, since the IC-mode has tentatively been
named the HDH-mode. At present it is not clear whether the
NC-mode is identical to the traditional L-mode—however, the
NC-mode is definitely a low confinement state.
2.2. Discharge description
The discharges analysed in this paper were heated by 2 MW of
NBI power and had an edge rotational transform ιa of 0.56 (the
‘5/9 boundary island’ configuration, where the main plasma
is bounded by nine magnetic islands). At this input power
level, the threshold line density n̄e is 1.8 × 1020 m−3 (vertical
dashed line in figure 1). Below this density the discharges
are in NC-mode, above in HDH-mode. In figure 1, we show
τE versus line density for a series of discharges. We analyse
two discharges just below and above this density, 51883 (n̄e =
1.75 × 1020 m−3 ) and 51885 (n̄e = 2.39 × 1020 m−3 ).
The energy confinement time in NC-mode follows the
ISS95 scaling law [6], opposed to HDH-mode which is up
to a factor of 2 above this scaling [1]. The increase in τE
is accompanied by a favourable behaviour of the impurity
confinement time τimp : above the density threshold, τimp drops
dramatically. The diffusion coefficients in NC- and HDHmode are comparable, but the inward pinch velocity is reduced
a factor of three in HDH-mode, leading to a reduction of
impurity peaking [2]. The reduction of radiation enables
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Figure 1. Energy confinement time versus line density. The vertical
dashed line marks the threshold density.

the attainment of steady-state plasmas in the HDH-mode.
That is, high input power operation at high densities is
feasible.
2.3. The LOTUS diagnostic
The LOTUS density fluctuation diagnostic has been described
in detail elsewhere [7]. We will therefore limit ourselves to a
rudimentary description below.
The left-hand side of figure 2 shows a sketch of the
diagnostic. The radiation source is a continual wave CO2 laser
yielding 20 W; it is represented by a thick line and denoted the
main (M) beam. A small part of the radiation is separated from
the M beam and frequency shifted by 40 MHz. This second
beam is symbolized by a thin line and called the local oscillator
(LO) beam. Both beams are split into two and propagated
to the plasma, where two pairs of crossed M and LO beams
interfere to form the measurement volumes. The measured
wavenumber k⊥ is the same in each volume and proportional
to the scattering angle θs between the M and LO beams. In the
experiments analysed herein the direction of k⊥ was set along
the major radius R of the stellarator.
The two narrow (diameter 2w = 7 mm, where w is
the beam waist) vertical measurement volumes are shown
viewed from the top on the right-hand side of figure 2. The
measurement volumes are separated by a distance d = 19 mm;
the angle θR was set to 0˚, meaning that the volumes were
toroidally displaced. The angles α1 and α2 were also set
to 0˚.
Aligning θR so that d (the vector connecting the two
measurement volumes) is parallel to the local magnetic field at
the top or bottom of the plasma, some spatial localization can be
obtained (see, e.g. [8]). However, for the discharges analysed,
θR was such that d was nearly parallel to the magnetic field
in the central plasma. This meant that no spatial information
could be extracted. An alternative localization method exists,
relying on a small relative wavenumber resolution α =
k⊥ /k⊥ = 2/k⊥ w. However, due to the narrow volume waist
w, it was not possible to apply this method. Consequently,
measurements in this paper are line integrals of density
41
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Figure 2. Left: Schematic representation of the dual volume setup (side view). Thick lines are the M beams, thin lines the LO beams,
right: the dual volume set-up seen from above. The black dots are the measurement volumes.

the fluctuations as being due to inward (outward) (negative
(positive) frequencies) travelling fluctuations parallel to R.
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2.4. Magnetic fluctuation measurements
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Figure 3. Schematic drawing of the diagnostic set-up on flux
surfaces from a shot having a rotational transform of 1/3 (the
W7-AS equilibrium code TRANS could not calculate flux surfaces
for the actual transform of 5/9). The dashed line shows the LCFS
due to limiter action. The magnetic field direction and
corresponding electron d.d. direction is indicated. The measured
wavenumber is along the major radius R.

fluctuations along the volumes through the entire plasma
column.
The vertical line in figure 3 indicates the position of the
measurement volumes with respect to the flux surfaces. Note
that for the actual ιa of 0.56, the main set of nested flux
surfaces is smaller, and that this set is surrounded by nine
‘natural’ magnetic islands (see, e.g. figure 1 in [1]). The
crossing M and LO beams forming the measurement volumes
are frequency shifted. Therefore, heterodyne detection is
performed, meaning that we can distinguish the direction of
42

W7-AS is equipped with several Mirnov coil arrays to detect
fluctuations in the poloidal magnetic field, Bθ . For our
correlation analysis, we use data acquired using the ‘MIRTIM’
monitor coil; it is sampled at 250 kHz [9]. The MIRTIM coil
is situated at the outboard midplane roughly 8 cm from the
last closed flux surface (LCFS). It is sensitive to fluctuations
having a wavenumber of about 0.2 cm−1 and dominated by
edge turbulence [10].
In figure 4, we show Mirnov coil measurements of
fluctuations in the two discharges analysed. The left-hand
column shows measurements in the NC-mode plasma; initial
ELMy activity is seen from 150 to 250 ms, followed by a brief
period of HDH-mode, where the magnetic activity is strongly
reduced. The entrance into NC-mode (at 300 ms) is associated
with strong magnetic fluctuations centred at 20 and 100 kHz.
These fluctuations rotate in the electron diamagnetic drift (d.d.)
direction. The discharge remains stationary until 800 ms where
it is terminated. The right-hand column shows the HDH-mode
discharge; again, ELMs are observed from 150 to 250 ms.
Thereafter, the fluctuations subside to a very low level and
stay there in the remainder of the discharge.

3. Autopower spectra
3.1. Spectral analysis tools
The real signals acquired from each detector are centred
at the heterodyne carrier frequency of 40 MHz. These are
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Figure 4. Magnetic field derivative in T s−1 from the ‘MIRTIM’ monitor coil (top) and a spectrogram (bottom) covering 800 ms. Left:
NC-mode (51883), right: HDH-mode (51885).
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Figure 5. Autopower versus time and frequency for discharges 51883 (left, NC-mode) and 51885 (right, HDH-mode), volume 2. The time
resolution of the spectra is 1 ms and the colourscales are identical and logarithmic.

quadrature demodulated to obtain complex signals centred at
zero frequency. The resulting signals are denoted
Sj (t) = Xj (t) + iYj (t),

(1)

where j is the volume number (1 or 2). We can proceed and
calculate
 t2
2


Pj (ν) = 
Sj (t)e−i2π νt dt  ,
(2)
t1

the autopower spectrum of volume j for a time interval t =
t2 −t1 . The autopower in a certain frequency band ν = ν2 −ν1

Pjb =

ν2

Pj (ν) dν

(3)

ν1

is called the band autopower, as indicated by the lowercase
superscript, b, in equation (3).
Finally, the power of the density fluctuations integrated
over all frequencies where turbulence is observed is given by

Pj =



−ν1

−ν2

ν2

Pj (ν) dν +

Pj (ν) dν.

(4)

ν1

Note that the frequency interval [−ν1 , ν1 ] is excluded from
the integrals; this is because the signal is dominated by the
carrier frequency at low frequencies. In the following, we use
ν1 = 100 kHz.
In all figures displaying measurements of density
fluctuations—except figures 5 and 11—the background has
been subtracted from the signal.

3.2. NC- and HDH-mode autopower spectra
The density fluctuations measured had k⊥ = 20 cm−1 with
identical diagnostic settings for all shots in the series. The
ion Larmor radius at the electron temperature (ρs ) at the radial
position of the steepest density gradient was 0.5 mm, meaning
that the product k⊥ ρs ∼ 1. We will show results from only
one of the volumes (2). In figure 5, we show spectrograms
of shots 51883 (left, NC-mode) and 51885 (right, HDHmode). In the early phase of both discharges, ELM bursts
are visible as vertical lines extending to high frequencies.
Comparing the steady-state phases, we can conclude that low
frequency fluctuations (< ±1 MHz) are larger in HDH-mode
than in NC-mode. The situation is reversed for high negative
frequencies: here, the fluctuation amplitude decreases in going
from NC- to HDH-mode (more clear in figure 6).
To elucidate the differences observed in the spectrograms,
two-dimensional autopower spectra are shown in figure 6.
The spectra are integrated over 100 ms, from 500 to 600 ms
into the discharges. This confirms that low fluctuations up
to ±1 MHz increase and high negative frequencies decrease
from NC- to HDH-mode confinement. Assuming that these
high frequency fluctuations travel in the electron d.d. direction,
they are localized at the top of the plasma.
If the density fluctuations were dominated by E × B
effects, the frequency domain inhabited would change
dramatically between NC- and HDH-mode: figure 5 in [4]
shows that the radial electric field Er at the position of
the steepest density gradient changes from −2 kV m−1 in
NC-mode to −10 kV m−1 in HDH-mode. For the measured k⊥ ,
this implies an increase of the E × B frequency from 250 kHz
to 1.3 MHz. However, since no large frequency modification
of the density fluctuations is observed in going from the
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NC- to the HDH-mode, we conclude that the changes observed
are due to variations of the driving instability, e.g. drift
waves.
To enable a visual inspection of the correlation between
various fluctuating fields, we show Mirnov coil, Hα -light
(observing the top metallic wall of the vacuum vessel) and
density fluctuations in figure 7. The left-hand column shows
traces for NC-mode, the right-hand column for HDH-mode.
The difference in stored energy (top traces) is more than a
factor 2 for a density increase only a factor 1.4. The ELMs
in the early phases are clearly correlated for all fluctuations.
The NC-mode is characterized by large fluctuation amplitudes
detected by the Mirnov coil and the Hα -light. In contrast,
these fluctuations are significantly reduced in HDH-mode. The
density fluctuations are quiescent in both steady-state modes,
but the amplitude in HDH-mode is 5–10 times higher than for
the NC-mode. This dramatic increase could not be accounted

Autopower [a.u.]

105

10-1
-3

3

Frequency [MHz]

Figure 6. Overlayed autopower spectra. The solid line is NC-mode,
the dotted line is HDH-mode.

for by a density squared scaling of the density fluctuations,
since this would only amount to a factor 2 increase.
3.3. Discharge series
As we stated above, the two discharges singled out for the
comparative analysis were part of a series. Here, we present
results pertaining to the entire series. All discharges had
the same auxiliary settings, the only difference being the
line density value. The series consisted of 16 discharges;
the first four (51881–51884) and last three (51897–51899)
were in NC-mode, the others in HDH-mode. In figure 8, we
show the density fluctuation power and stored energy versus
shot number (left) and density fluctuation power versus line
density (right). The left-hand side plots show the difference
between NC- and HDH-mode clearly: a marked increase in
stored energy and an increased density fluctuation level; this
effect is completely reproducible. The right-hand side plot
shows the density fluctuation power versus line density. Two
groups at low densities have almost the same magnitude despite
some difference in density; the high density group exhibits a
significantly increased fluctuation level with a large scatter of
the datapoints.
Although the total density fluctuation level increases, we
have found (see for instance figure 6) that the amplitude
drops at high negative frequencies. Restricting the frequency
integration to this range and performing the analysis on the
series again, we verify a factor 2 drop in the amplitude (see
figure 9). The scatter at low densities is somewhat larger than
that in figure 8, probably due to the reduced signal-to-noise
ratio at high frequencies.
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Figure 7. Discharge overview—time traces from 50 to 850 ms. From top to bottom: diamagnetic energy (kJ), magnetic fluctuations (T s−1 ),
Hα -light and frequency integrated density fluctuations (1 ms time windows) in volume 2 at k⊥ = 20 cm−1 . Left column: NC-mode, right
column: HDH-mode.
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Figure 8. Left: frequency integrated density fluctuations (top) and stored energy (bottom) versus shot number, right: frequency integrated
density fluctuations versus line density. The threshold density is marked by a vertical dashed line.
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Figure 9. Left: density fluctuations integrated over high negative frequencies ((−3,−1.3) MHz, top) and stored energy (bottom) versus shot
number, right: density fluctuations integrated over high negative frequencies ((−3, −1.3) MHz) versus line density. The threshold density is
marked by a vertical dashed line.

To sum up, we can conclude that
• The total density fluctuation level is a factor 5–10 higher
in HDH-mode compared to NC-mode.
• The high negative frequency fluctuation level is a factor 2
lower in HDH-mode than in NC-mode.

4. Correlations
It would be interesting to correlate the density fluctuations in
NC- and HDH-mode to the root-mean-square (RMS) Mirnov
coil signal on a fast 20 µs timescale. The question we address
is the following: are the (NC- & L-mode) and (HDH- &
H∗ -mode) pairs equivalent?
It is at this stage appropriate to recall the wavenumbers
observed and the measurement volumes viewed by the two
diagnostics. We have stated that the magnetic fluctuations
are measured in the outboard midplane edge plasma at a
wavenumber of about 0.2 cm−1 . The density fluctuations
are line averaged along vertical measurement volumes inside
the magnetic axis. Their wavenumber is 20 cm−1 . Usually,
−3
the fluctuation amplitude is proportional to k⊥
, so that the
fluctuations observed at smaller wavenumbers are much larger
than at greater wavenumbers. But the same features should be
detected regardless of the scale observed. Since the turbulence
observed is flute-like (extending along magnetic field lines),
poloidally separated measurement volumes will be connected.
These arguments make it probable that correlations can be
measured between the two signals, although they measure in
different parts of both wavenumber and real space.
The cross covariance between two time series x and y is
given as
N −τ −1
1 
Rxy (τ ) =
(xk+|τ | − x̄)(yk − ȳ)
N k=0

for τ < 0,

N −τ −1
1 
(xk − x̄)(yk+τ − ȳ)
N k=0

for τ  0,

Rxy (τ ) =

(5)

where τ is time lag and N is the size of the two series [11].
Similarly, the cross correlation is conventionally defined in
terms of cross covariances as
Rxy (τ )
Cxy (τ ) = 
.
Rxx (0) × Ryy (0)

(6)

We will let the band autopower of the density fluctuations
be the x series, and y be the power of the Mirnov signal. This
means that for positive lags, density fluctuations occur first,
while for negative lags, they are delayed with respect to the
other series. We will denote the lag where the correlation
has a maximum the ‘toplag’, τ0 [12]. The cross correlation
will be calculated for several density fluctuation frequency
bands and represented in contour plots; in these plots we
define a global maximum correlation position in (τ, ν)-space:
τ0max = MAX(τ0 )b .
4.1. Comparison between NC- and HDH-mode
We continue to analyse shot 51883 (NC-mode) and shot
51885 (HDH-mode). By performing the correlation analysis
described above we arrive at figure 10. The left-hand side
contour plot shows the NC-mode cross correlation versus
density fluctuation frequency and time lag. A correlation up
to just below 30% is present, in accordance with the L-mode
results in [10]. However, the lifetime of the correlation is
somewhat shorter than that found for L-mode: the NC-mode
lifetime is about 50 µs compared to the 100 µs found for
L-mode. The right-hand side contour plot showing the HDHmode cross correlation displays no systematic correlation,
analogous to the outcome of the H-mode analysis in [10]: the
disappearance of a correlation coincides with IC.
It has not yet been established whether the difference
between the NC- and L-mode lifetime is significant. If it is, it
could imply that the NC-mode has slightly better confinement
properties than the L-mode.
4.2. Comparison between HDH- and H∗ -mode
We have just found that the differences in correlation between
L- and H∗ -mode correspond to those between NC- and HDHmode. From this point onward, we assume that NC- and
L-mode are identical states. Here, we want to resolve what
distinctions exist between HDH- and H∗ -mode. For this
purpose we analyse a discharge (51887) that evolved from
HDH- through L- to H∗ -mode (see figure 11). Again, bursts
signify ELMs; the initial ELMy phase is followed by a HDHmode (240–420 ms). Thereafter confinement worsens and a
dithering period commences; this lasts until about 700 ms into
the discharge where an H∗ -mode is entered. The discharge
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Figure 10. Cross correlation between Mirnov RMS signal and density fluctuation band autopower from collective scattering versus band
central frequency and time lag (units of 20 µs). Left: NC-mode, right: HDH-mode. The greyscale on the right-hand sides of the plots shows
what range of the total scale is relevant for the particular time window.
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Figure 11. Autopower versus time and frequency for discharge
51887, volume 2. The time resolution of the spectra is 1 ms and the
colourscale is logarithmic.

thereafter rapidly accumulates impurities and collapses around
750 ms.
In figure 12 (top), we show traces of Mirnov coil,
Hα -light and density fluctuations as we did for the steadystate discharges in figure 7. The dynamical behaviour of the
different fluctuating quantities is marked; so is the effect on
the stored energy in the uppermost trace. The contour plots
below the traces show cross correlations for three time intervals
indicated by semi-transparent rectangles above. The left-hand
side plot is for HDH-mode, the centre plot for L-mode and the
right-hand side plot for H∗ -mode.
If one compares the magnetic fluctuations in HDH- and
H∗ -mode, it is observed that the amplitude in HDH-mode
is reduced compared to L-mode, but not to the extremely
low level measured in H∗ -mode. In contrast, the fluctuation
amplitude of the Hα -signal is nearly identical in the two
confinement states. The absolute level of the Hα -signal is
different due to variations of the average plasma density. The
most pronounced development is in the density fluctuations:
as we found previously, the amplitude is very large in HDHmode compared to L-mode. Additionally, it is evident from
figure 12 that the density fluctuation amplitude in H∗ -mode is
much smaller than the HDH-mode level. It is interesting to note
that the density fluctuation power never becomes stationary in
this plasma.
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The remaining question concerns the behaviour of
correlated fluctuations. The 3 contour plots at the bottom of
figure 12 display the answer: no correlations between Mirnov
coil and density fluctuation measurements are observed during
either HDH- or H∗ -mode. In that sense, the two improved
modes are comparable. As we have found previously, clear
correlations exist in the L-mode phase.

We now turn to a discussion of the analysis performed in this
paper. However, before we discuss the W7-AS measurements,
we present a brief review of an enhanced confinement regime
discovered in the Alcator C-Mod tokamak [13].
5.1. Enhanced Dα H-mode in Alcator C-Mod
The confinement state found in Alcator C-Mod is called
the EDA H-mode because of the increased Dα -light activity
compared to the H∗ -mode [14]. Further, the EDA H-mode is
characterized by [14, 15]:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Short particle confinement time τp compared to H∗ -mode.
ELMs are either small in amplitude or totally absent.
High density (n̄e ∼ 4 × 1020 m−3 ).
Good energy confinement.
No accumulation of impurities (small τimp ).
Steady-state operation.

These features are remarkably similar to those displayed
by the HDH-mode in W7-AS; therefore it would be reasonable
to investigate what the turbulence behaviour is like in EDA
H-mode and compare that to what we have found.
For completeness, we note that the EDA H-mode is
predominantly found when the following criteria are met [15]:
• A target density of at least 1.5–2 × 1020 m−3 .
• Low plasma current or a safety factor at the 95% flux
surface q95 > 3.7.
• Moderate shaping: triangularity between 0.35 and 0.55.
• High midplane or divertor neutral pressure.
In the EDA H-mode, high density fluctuation levels have
been observed compared to those in H∗ -mode [15]. The
reflectometry system measures broadband fluctuations with a
quasi coherent (QC) feature superposed. The phase-contrast
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Figure 12. Top: Discharge overview—time traces from 50 to 850 ms. From top to bottom: diamagnetic energy (kJ), magnetic fluctuations
(T s−1 ), Hα -light and frequency integrated density fluctuations (1 ms time windows) in volume 2 at k⊥ = 20 cm−1 . Bottom: cross correlation
between Mirnov RMS signal and density fluctuation band autopower from collective scattering versus band central frequency and time lag
(units of 20 µs). Left: HDH-mode, centre: L-mode and right: H∗ -mode. The greyscale on the right-hand sides of the plots shows what range
of the total scale is relevant for the particular time window.

imaging system sees only the QC peak. The range of
wavenumbers covered is |kR | = (1.5, 10) cm−1 [16].
In continued investigations, the QC feature was also
observed with fast scanning Langmuir probes and Mirnov coils
in the 100–150 kHz range [17]. It is not present in either L- or
H∗ -mode. Rotation in the electron d.d. direction was measured.
The QC mode seems to drive a substantial particle flux at the
edge of the same order as the total fuelling rate.
The position of the fluctuations associated with the QC
mode has been determined to be in the region where the density
gradient is very steep, close to the LCFS [18].
5.2. W7-AS measurements
After our recapitulation of the EDA H-mode properties, we
discuss these along with the findings in the HDH-mode. The
purpose of this deliberation is to find out whether the EDA
H-mode and the HDH-mode are manifestations of a single
mechanism.
The fact that the density fluctuation level in EDA H-mode
exceeds that of H∗ -mode is compatible with the measurements
of density fluctuations we have shown above. The main
difference is that only broadband fluctuations are observed with
LOTUS, no QC feature seems to exist. The QC component
could still exist at smaller wavenumbers; we measured at
20 cm−1 whereas the density fluctuation measurements in
Alcator C-Mod were made in the range (1.5, 10) cm−1 .
However, reflectometry measurements in W7-AS covering the
small wavenumber range seem to invalidate this idea, since no
QC mode was detected.

In contrast to the magnetic fluctuation measurements in
EDA H-mode, the Mirnov coils in W7-AS show a reduced
fluctuation level in HDH-mode. Note that the Mirnov coils
in W7-AS are placed 5–10 cm outside the LCFS; in Alcator
C-Mod the magnetic QC feature was only found after a fast
scanning probe had measured fluctuations close to the LCFS
region [17].
Recently, two fast reciprocating magnetic probes similar
to the Alcator C-Mod one were installed in W7-AS. This
was done to determine whether a magnetic QC feature exists
near the LCFS in HDH-mode plasmas. However, no feature
identifiable as the QC mode was found in this study.
Magnetic and density fluctuations are not correlated in the
EDA H-mode [19], which is also the case for the HDH-mode
(see figure 10).
In W7-AS, the NC- → HDH-mode transition is associated
with a slight increase of the temperature, but without a
change of the gradient. The situation is opposite for the
density profile: in going from NC- to HDH-mode, the profile
becomes very steep at the edge and almost flat in the centre
compared to the almost constant gradient in NC-mode over
most of the plasma cross section [2]. For EDA H-mode, the
gradients of both temperature and density are almost identical
to those in H∗ -mode [20], but still considerable with respect to
L-mode [15].
5.3. Confinement and fluctuations
It may seem strange to the reader that density fluctuations in the
IC HDH-mode exceed those found in the NC-mode. However,
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if these fluctuations are due to e.g. drift wave turbulence,
the steep edge density gradient measured in the HDH-mode
provides a source of free energy fuelling the instabilities
present.
A more reliable measure of the confinement quality
appears to be the correlation between magnetic and
density fluctuations. If these fluctuations are correlated
(decorrelated), the plasma is in a low (high) confinement
state. All investigations made so far—in this paper and for
example [10]—consistently show that enhanced confinement
is associated with the disappearance of correlated magnetic
and density fluctuations.
These observations underline the fact that one must use
caution when interpreting measured fluctuating fields; IC does
not necessarily go hand in hand with a reduction of fluctuations
in a given parameter.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, we have characterized the density fluctuations
measured by LOTUS in the new confinement regime
discovered in W7-AS, the HDH-mode.
The fluctuation amplitude in the HDH-mode is
substantially above that of the NC-mode, except for high
negative frequencies where the trend is opposite. Magnetic
and density fluctuations are correlated in NC- but not in HDHmode, corresponding to the L- and H∗ -mode correlations.
To sum up our discussion, we can state that most of the
global features in EDA H-mode and HDH-mode are similar,
but that the behaviour of fluctuations is not identical.
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